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Sharon A. Krmpotich 

The SPssX statistical analysis package is available on both the CYBER 855 (CA) and, more 
recently, on the VAX 8600 (VX). There are some differences in operation and cost between 
the two machines. The CYBER runs Release 2.0 of SPSS X while the VAX 8600 runs 
Release 2.1 that offers some new procedures and extended options for several SPSSX 
commands. 

Please note that all commands available in Release 2.0 (on the CYBER) are included in 
Relea~ 2.1 on the VX. For a complete listing and details of these new facilities, consult the 
SPSS User's Guide 2nd Edition, available for reference in the Computing Information 
Center (128A Lind Hall). Some of the noteworthy new facilities include: 

AGGREGATE 
ALSCAL 
COMPUTE 

DATA LIST 

FILE HANDLE 

EXPORT 

PEARSON CORR 
PROXIMITIES 
REGRESSION 
TABLES 

VARIABLENALUE LABELS 

it is no longer necessary to SORT before aggregating 
a versatile multidimensional scaling procedure 
offers support for new date and time conversion and 
extraction functions 
now has date and time input formats and offers support for 
column-binary files 
offers support for foreign tapes and indexed, relative, and 
segmented files 
is capable of writing files that can be sent by data 
communication facilities 
can write matrix materials to a file without case counts 
provides distance, similarity, or dissimilarity measures 
is limited to a single VARIABLES subcommand 
provides flexible tabulation with camera-ready output and 
allows use of upper- and lowercase 
now allows use of longer labels (120 characters for 
variables and 60 characters for values), although most 
procedures can't print them 
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Now that you know SPSSX on the VX offers new and more flexible features, you'll be 
pleasantly surprised to hear t~t it costs much less to use than the CYBER version. Cost 
comparisons of several SPSS procedures using test files of 54 variables and runs of 335 
cases and 5360 cases found the VX machine to be approximately 50% and 75% (respectively) 
less expensive than the CA machine. The table on the opposite page illustrates the cost 
differences and procedures used in the comparisons. 

The cost difference is more than the expected 40% lower ACSS billing for the VAX versus the 
CYBER. The additional cost savings are due to a very efficient implementation of SPSS X for 
the virtual memory of the VAX; this implementation was done by SPSS, Inc. 

Another advantage of using SPSS X on the VX is that it gives you the choice of running an 
interactive or batch job. This interactive capabilitv is provided by the VX's virtual memory 
facility. To invoke the interactive form of SPSS X'just type: 

$SPSSX/OUTPUT=outfile infile 

where: 

infile specifies the name of the file that contains the SPSS X commands and, optionally, 
inline data. The default extension for in file is . SPS 

out file specifies the name of the file to receive the printed output from the SPSS X run. The 
default extension for the out file is . LIS 

Let's say our SPSS X infile is named EXERCISE. SPS and it contains our SPSS X commands 
as well as our data regarding the exercise program of a number of rugby players. If we want 
basic descriptive statistics of our variables, our command file (EXERCISE. SPS) would 
contain the following: 

TITLE DESCRIPTIVE STATS FOR EXERCISE PROGRAM 
DATA LIST /WEIGHT 12-14 WAIST 17-18 PULSE 21-22 CHINUPS 25-26 

SITUPS 29-31 JUMPS 33-35 
CONDESCRIPTIVE ALL 
STATISTICS 2,5,11 
BEGIN DATA 
01 HODGES 191 36 50 5 162 60 
02 KERR 189 37 52 2 179 60 

20 SCOTT 
END DATA 
FINISH 

138 33 68 2 180 43 

To execute the above program we would type: 

$ SPSSX/OUTPUT=EXERCISE.LIS EXERCISE.SPS 

If we had our data in a separate file named EXERCISE. DAT and we wanted to use TABLES 
to produce camera-ready output, we would change the commands in EXERCISE. SPS to 
contain the following: 

TITLE USE TABLES FOR CAMERA READY OUTPUT 
FILE HANDLE DATA/NAME='EXERCISE.DAT' 
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Table 1: SPssX Runs Using 54 Variable Raw Data File 

1) 
Frequencies 

2) 
Factor 

3) 
Condescriptive 

4) 
Crosstabs 

5) 
Breakdown 

6) 
T-Test 

7) 
A nova 

8) 
Manova 

9) 
Pearson corr 

1 0) 
Regression 

11) 
Discriminant 

12) 
Cluster 

VAX CYBER 

335 CASES 5360 CASES 335 CASES 5360 CASES 

.s.B.J..!..QQSI.s.Illi..QQSI.s.B..!.!..QQSI.s.B.U..QQSI 

8.98 41 13.8 95.1 

.76 3.50 1.65 11.40 

7.91 31.2 12.03 69.2 

.67 2.65 1.44 8.30 

8.39 44.53 11.9 84.1 

.71 3.78 1.42 10.08 

9.26 41. 6.91 114.6 

.79 3.49 .82 13.74 

8.69 43.1 6.88 114.25 

.74 3.66 .82 13.71 

7.84 30.64 12.2 70.12 

.66 2.60 1.45 8.41 

7.09 29.44 10.9 67.24 

.60 2.50 1.30 8.06 

7.88 32.46 12.1 71.15 

.67 2.76 1.45 8.53 

9.69 55.25 14.06 93 

.82 4.69 1.68 11.17 

7.73 32.83 11.84 69.8 

.66 2.79 1.42 8.38 

7.82 31.14 12.03 68.95 

.66 2.64 1.44 8.27 

10.6 34.57 2.17 

.90 2.94 
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Continued from page 254 

DATA LIST FILE=DATA/ 
WEIGHT 12-14 WAIST 17-18 PULSE 21-22 etc ... 

TABLES TABLE = WEIGHT BY WAIST 
FINISH 

The FILE HANDLE command tells SPSS X to look for our data in the file named 
EXERCISE. DAT. The output produced by TABLES would be in the outfile specified by 
SPSSX/OUTPUT=out£ile. 

If we wanted to create a SPSS X system file, we could change our EXERCISE. SPS 
command file to look like this: 

TITLE CREATE A SYSTEM FILE 
FILE HANDLE DATA/NAME='EXERCISE.DAT' 
DATA LIST FILE=DATA/ 

WEIGHT 12-14 WAIST 17-18 PULSE 21-22 etc ... 
FILE HANDLE SYSFILE/NAME='SYSEXERCISE.DAT' 
SAVE OUTFILE=SYSFILE 
FINISH 

Upon completion of this job, we will have created a system file named SYSEXERCISE. DAT 
on our user account. In order to use this system file in a future job, we would replace the 
FILE HANDLE andDATA LIST commands with the following commands in our command 
file: 

FILE HANDLE SYSFILE/NAME='SYSEXERCISE.DAT' 
GET FILE=SYSFILE 

If you have questions about SPSS X, call the Statistics HELP-Line at 626-1887 from 11 :00 to 
2:00 Monday through Friday. 

New VSRTC Routine for MINNLIB Library 
Mike Frisch 

256 

On December 16, we will install a new routine on the MINNLIB subroutine library called 
VSRTC. It sorts an array of equal length character strings based on a substring that appears 
in the same location in each string. Because VSRTC uses type CHARACTER array 
declarations, only M77 and FTN5 versions are available on the CYBER CA and MD 
machines. A version is also available on the VAX VX machine. See 
WRITEUP,MINNLIB=VSRTC on the CYBER CA or MD for details. 

As an example, we sort a two-column list by the second column located in positions 10-24. 
The program is: 

PARAMETER(N=3) 
CHARACTER*24 LIST(N),CTEMP 
INTEGER ITEMP(N) 
DATA 

1 LIST(1)/'991-9336 BALL,ATHELSTANE '/, 
2 LIST(2)/'395-3484 BURRIS,ZEUGMA '/, 
3 LIST(3)/'730-1933 BREHE,CADWALLADER '/ 
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CALL VSRTC(LIST,N,10,24,ITEMP,CTEMP) 
PRINT 10,LIST 

10 FORMAT(1X,A) 
STOP 
END 

The output is: 

991-9336 BALL,ATHELSTANE 
730-1933 BREHE,CADWALLADER 
395-3484 BURRIS,ZEUGMA 

If you have any questions concerning subprogram libraries on any ACSS system, please call 
Michael Frisch, (612) 625-5830. 

I VAX FORTRAN Libraries 
l 
1 Tingli Pan 
~ 
1 
J 
~ 
~ 

We have recently installed two math and engineering libraries on the VAX 8600 (VX) under 
the VMS operating system. The library names and their descriptions are: 

MIN5LIB - Nonlinear programming package 
EPISODE - Experimental Package for Integration of Systems of Ordinary Differential 

Equation. 

For details and information on other libraries, see the articles on VAX FORTRAN Libraries 
and the LIBS command in the October Newsletter. 

ERFN, ERFNC, CDFN Recompiled for MINNLIB Library 
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Mike Frisch 

On December 16, we are installing a recompiled copy of the ERFN, ERFNC, and CDFN 
routines on the MINNLIB library. ERFN computes the error function, ERFNC computes the 
error function complement and CDFN computes the cumulative normal distribution function. 
The current versions have been occasionally producing incorrect answers due to changes 
when we switched from the CYBER 845 to the CYBER 855. The recompilation used a newer 
version of FTN that produces correct code for the CYBER 855. 
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Pror;ramminr; Lanr;uar;es 

New Languages on the UX 
Janet M. Eberhart 

We have installed several new language processors on our UNIX ENCORE, the UX system. 

The AT&T C++ Translator translates C++ source code into C source code. It supports the 
C++ programming as described in Bjarne Stroustrup's The C++ Programming Language. 
Except for minor details, C++ is a superset of the C programming Language. C++ provides 
flexible and efficient facilities for defining new types or classes. C++ also includes symbolic 
constants, inline substitution of functions, default function arguments, overloaded function 
arguments, free store management operators, and a reference type. Type man cc for 
information on using the C++ system. 

Little Smalltalk is a subset of the Smalltalk-80 language as described in Sma//talk-80, The 
Language and its Implementation by Goldberg and Robson. The Little Smalltalk system is 
designed to be little, easily portable, and to rely on nothing more than basic terminal 
capabilities. Classes that can be easily simulated by other classes and classes that depend 
on particular hardware are omitted. A complete description of the language is contained in 
A Little Smalltalk User Manual by Timothy A. Budd. This manual is at the ACSS Computing 
Information Center and on the UX as file /usrl/lanq/st/userma.n. Type man st for 
further information on using Little Smalltalk. 

Franz Lisp is available to the University of Minnesota by an agreement with Encore to act as 
a beta test site. As a beta test site, we get a pre-release version of the processor in 
exchange for tracking down and reporting any problems we encounter with it. Please report 
any problems by mailing your reports to lang on the UXor by calling the HELP-Line. The 
manual for Franz Lisp is available in the directory /usr/lib/lisp/manual and from the 
help facility within Lisp. Type man lisp for information on using Franz Lisp. 

Waterloo Pro log is a Prolog programming environment from the Logic Programming Group 
at the University of Waterloo. To use Waterloo Prolog, type wup. Among its features are an 
on-line help facility, debugging aids, and .the ability to compile, edit, and load modules within 
the system. Typing man wup gives details on the use of the wup system. 

C++ is available only to University users, because of restrictions in our licensing agreements. 
Contact Janet Eberhart at 626-1897 if you have questions. 

M77 Version 2.8 on the CA 

Janet M. Eberhart 

258 

On Wednesday, November 12, we installed M77 Version 2.8 on the CYBER CA and MD. 
This version corrects a problem with the compiler. (Some M77 programs using variable 
array dimension expressions were aborting at run-time on the CA.) 

If you encounter any problems are encountered with this new version, please contact Janet 
Eberhart (626-1897). 
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Artificial lntellit;ence 

Quintus Prolog on the VX 
Ron Zacharski 

Quintus Pro log, now on our VX system, is considered one of the best implementations of the 
Prolog language. It offers a high degree of compatibility with DEC1 0 Pro log, Prolog-20, and 
CProlog and supports many common extensions, including definite clause grammars. In 
addition to extensive debugging facilities, and an on-line help system and manual, it 
includes an Emacs editor (Unipress version). 

To enter Prolog with Emacs, type prol.oq + at the main VMS prompt. Notice that there is a 
space between the word prol.oq and the+. You can enter Prolog without Emacs by typing 
prol.oq. Access the online manual by typing manual.. (note the period) at the main Pro log 
prompt. To exit Prolog, press the ESCAPE key followed by ctrl.-c. 

Documentation 

The following user's guide and manual are available as a single volume: 

Kahn, Patti, Quintus Prolog User's Guide, Palo Alto: Quintus Computer Systems, Inc., 
1985. 

Bowen, David, Quintus Prolog Reference Manual, Palo Alto: Quintus Computer 
Systems, Inc., 1985. 

The ACSS Computing Information Center in 128A Lind Hall has a copy of this volume and 
can also provide ordering information. Both the user's guide and manual are written for 
people who have a working knowledge of Prolog. 

For an introduction to the language, we recommend the following books: 

Clocksin, William F. and Christopher F. Mellish, Programming in Prolog, Berlin: 
Springer-Verlag, 1984. This is the standard reference for Prolog. 

Sterling, Leon and Ehud Shapiro, The Art of Prolog, Cambridge: The MIT Press, 
1986. This is a graduate-level textbook on Prolog, and is rapidly gaining a reputation as 
the best of its kind. 

If you have further questions about Quintus Prolog, please feel free to contact me. 

Ron Zacharski 
Special Projects Group 
M141 Fraser Hall (office) 
128A Lind Hall (campus mailing address) 
( 612) 625-8332 
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Svstem Rates 

More on ACSS Rates 
Lawrence Liddiard 

260 

Since we published the last rate article in the July Newsletter. 1) ACSS has added the 
ENCORE Multimax system; 2) provided a low rate for the VAX-11/780; 3) added an 
additional disk unit (456Mbytes) rental service for the VAX 8600; and 4) changed the 
processor multiplier of the CA CYBER when it was upgraded from an 845 to an 855. For the 
ENCORE Multimax system the normal rate is 1 cent /SBU, while low rate at 60% normal is 6 
mills/SBU. The low rate for the VAX-11/780 is 1.6 cents/SBU. The 456Mbyte disk unit 
monthly rental on the VAX 8600 is $1200. When the CYBER 845 was upgraded to the speed 
of an 855, the processor multiplier was changed to 2.3 rather than the actual 2.4 value, which 
meant an additional 4% reduction in processor charges for the new system. 

Both the upgraded CYBER (which generated 10% more SRUs in October 1986 than its 
previous peak in January 1984) and the ENCORE (which will generate 2 million SBU's in 
November) have been popular with users. If you are a large user of disk storage, ACSS 
reminds you that monthly rental of an entire disk unit can lower the normal ACSS mass 
storage charge of $1 0/million units to $4 to $6/million units. Finally, low rate (hours other 
than 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., Monday through Friday) is charged at a uniform 60% of normal for even 
more savings. 

The July article translated the fiscal '87 rates into approximate Million instructions per second 
/dollar (Mips/$) costs. The following table expands that information back two years and 
enters the new rates previously stated in this article. Assumed Mips/processor are: 0.7 for 
the ENCORE, 0.9 for the V AX11/780, 4.0 for the VAX 8600, 5.3 for the CYBER 845, and 8.0 
for the CYBER 855. 

System Jul 1984 Jul 1985 Jul 1986 Oct 1986 84 to 86 
Mips/$ Mips/$ Mips/$ Mips/$ %Change 

CYBER 845/855 Normal 22 24.5 27.5 29 +30.4 
CYBER 845/855 Low 33 39 46 48 +44.9 
VAX 8600 Normal 47 47 
VAX8600 Low 78 78 
VAX-11/780 Normal 27 30 33 33 +23.5 
VAX-11/780 Low 33 56 +68.8 
ENCORE Normal 70 
ENCORE Low 117 

In each of ACSS's last two acquisitions, we have been able to provide approximately 65% 
more processor cycles for the dollar than our previous service. Thus the VAX 8600 Normal 
rate has the Mips/$ of CYBER low and the ENCORE normal rate has the Mips/$ of VAX 8600 
low. At the same time ACSS has been increasing the CYBER Mips/$ at 15 to 22% per year. 
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Comouting Reflections 

How Accurate Are Computer Results? 
Lawrence Liddiard 

For the past several years our Computer Science department has been presenting an 
excellent "Distinguished Lecturer Series," sponsored by a number of businesses including 
Cray, Honeywell, IBM, 3M, Comten, and Sperry (now Unisys). The first lecturer this fall was 
Dr. Willard L. Miranker, who spoke on "The Arithmetic of the Digital Computer" and "Ultra
Arithmetic and Validation in Functoids" on October 6 and 7. If you missed those lectures, all 
of the first and part of the second can be found in a recent SIAM Review article.1 

Knowing that all information and printed material eventually self-destruct or otherwise 
become lost, I thought that I should remind our users that there are limits to the accuracy of 
digital computers, a subject I've written about in the past volumes of this Newsletter.2 

Before we begin, some definitions are in order, and I quote Dr. Miranker: "In colloquial use 
the terms precision and accuracy are synonymous. With respect to computers, precision and 
accuracy represent quite different concepts." 

He continued: 

Precision refers to the quality of the tool, whereas accuracy refers to the results 
produced by that tool. A computer may use great precision, i.e., its floating-point 
mantissa length I and its exponent range e2 - je11 may both be quite large, but the 
same computer may be condemned to produce results of mediocre accuracy. The 
confusion between these two terms is very clearly revealed by computer 
manufacturers and those computer users who believe that more precision is an 
automatic ticket to higher accuracy in the result. 

Dr. Miranker concludes: "A mediocre crew of carpenters supplied with electron microscopes 
to mark their cuts will still produce a rickety house." 

Thus floating-point numbers for computers are composed of a signed and normalized 
mantissa having I base b digits and an integer exponent with range of e1 ~ 0 ~ e2. Since 
this set does not contain the number zero, zero is usually represented as a positive mantissa 
of all zeros with at least, exponent, e = e1. These definitions allow us to state that for a digital 
computer, a normalized floating point number x has the form x = mb e with precision I. 

The Problem Areas 

Imprecise data: Physical measurements are often good only to 4 or 5 significant digits. As 
we were taught in grade school, starting with 4- or 5-digit numbers means that we can not 
expect more than that significance for the results of calculations using such numbers. Past 
implementations of floating-point computer arithmetic are not able to use that input 
significance information, so results are usually expressed to the precision of the computer, 
with the user having to remember that the result has at most the accuracy of the input .3 

Continued on page 262 
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For computers, interval arithmetic was implemented to accomodate these imprecise values 
as interval ranges. Calculations on these input interval ranges produce result interval ranges 
that the interval arithmetic guarantees (one of the few guarantees given by a computer) to 
contain all possible results. 

Leading significant digit loss: This is the major cause of computer inaccuracy. Leading 
significant digits are lost when an addition or subtraction result is produced by the difference 
of two approximately equal values. Floating-point normalization then translates the 
significance loss in the leading mantissa digits into an equivalent loss in the trailing digits. 
For example, on a six-digit computer, adding .999876 to -.999812 gives .000064 as an 
intermediate result with the first four significant digits lost. Normalization results in a value of 
.64XXXXE-4, where the trailing XXXX digits are unknown garbage. 

This is the type of result that one expects for root values in J20iynomial evaluation. For X= 
0.707107 in the polynomial P(X) = 8118X 4-11482X3+ X 2+ 5741X- 2030, Mirankergives 
the correct value to be P(X) = -1.91527325270 ... E-11, whereas a 16-digit precision computer 
delivers, P(X) = -1.97815097635611891 E-11; i.e., only 2 digits of accuracy. 

Sometimes we can avoid this loss of significance by translating to a multiRiicative rather than 
an additive algorithm. For example, in the quadratic formula to solve AX 2 + BX + C, the root 
of less magnitude should be found with X2 = C/(X1 *A) rather than X2 = (-B+SORT(B*B-
4*A*C))/(2*A) to ensure full precision. 

Trailing significant digit loss: Trailing significant mantissa digits are lost due to inherent 
inaccuracy for each digital arithmetic operation or standard function evaluation. After 
millions or billions of operations, several of the trailing mantissa digits in the result differ from 
the result that would have been produced by an infinitely accurate digital computer. This 
problem is easily overcome by changing to a higher precision floating-point arithmetic, either 
on the same or on a different computer. 

Exponent overflow or underflow: All accuracy may be lost if partial or full underflow or 
overflow of a computer's exponent range occurs without issuing a warning. On a CYBER a 
partial underflow occurs for DOUBLE PRECISION when the result exponent lies between 
10-292 and 1 o-27e. ACSS does not recommend using floating-point arithmetic with a small 
exponent range or precision (i.e., those with 1 o-38 to 1 038 exponent ranges or less than 1 0 
decimal digits of precision). 

Examples of Accuracy Problems 

Residual calculation failure: In residual computations, the computed answer is 
reinserted into the original problem and a small remainder indicates an accurate solution. 
Miranker gives the following pair of equations with residuals R1 and R2-

0.780X + 0.563Y- 0.217 = R1, 
0.913X + 0.659Y- 0.254 = R2. 

-and these approximate solutions: 

1) X= 0.999, Y = -1.001 giving R1 = -0.001243, R2= -0.001572 
2} X= 0.341, Y = -0.087 giving R1 = -0.000001, R2= 0. 

It seems that the second approximation is better due to the smaller residuals. However, the 
first approximation is much closer to the true solution of X= 1 and Y = -1. 
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10 55 atoms in the universe (or whatever the total is that Isaac Asimov suggests) and we throw 
10 additional copper atoms into the Milky Way (one of 10 11 galaxies)- will we ever find 
them again? We can imagine the necessary computer calculation of the form: 

Most computers will lose those 10 atoms and return the answer 0 (zero), because even their 
extended precision arithmetic will not have the digit range to cope with this calculation. 

I realize that this computer calculation to enumerate every atom of the universe may run into 
some time delays. If every human (1 0 10) on this planet were given a 1 a-gigaflop (1 0 10) 
processor to work on this problem and there are 3.16*1 0 7 seconds in a year, it would only 
take 3*1 o27 years to do the task. I trust that God has a better processor. 

Perturbation method failure: A final example from Miranker shows that perturbation (i.e., 
changing the least significant digits of input values and intermediate calculations to find 
gross result failure) may fail for the following set of linear equations illustrates: 

1 ooooox + 99999y = b1 
99999x + 99998y = b2 

The following are computed values of x and y for end and midpoint choices of b1 and b2. 

b1 = 199990, X= 199990, 
b2 = 199990, y = -199990, 

b1 = 200000, X= 200000, 
b2 = 200000, y = -200000, 

b1 = 200010, X= 200010, 
b2 = 200010, y = -200010, 

This regular behavior may mislead us into concluding that the problem is stable and the 
computer solutions reliable. Note, however, that for b1 = 199999, and b2 = 199997 the 
solution is x = y = 1. The failure occurs since the small b ranges 

199990 ~ b1 ~ 200010 
199990 ~ b2 ~ 200010 

have the totality of solutions for all possible choices for b1 and b2 of: 

-1 800 000 ~X~ 2 200 000, 
-2 200 000 ~ y ~ 1 800 000 

Guaranteed arithmetic: Interval arithmetic is the only computational tool that guarantees 
computer results. But what if the results obtained by interval arithmetic have too wide a 
range? How can high accuracy then be guaranteed? It is on this point that Miranker states, 
"High accuracy is obtained by the use of the process of residual correction." "It is the 
combination of these two features," he says, "namely, interval arithmetic and residual 
correction with the optimal scalar product, which delivers guarantees with high or even 
maximum accuracy." The IBM 4361 has the required basic arithmetic in hardware-supported 
microcode and ACRITH is a commercially available package implementing Miranker's ideas. 

Continued on page 264 
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Conclusions 

All users of computers have to keep questions of accuracy in mind when they program 
and/or accept the computer's answers. Maintain a healthy skepticism; and if possible, make 
various accuracy probes on the calculations and input data. Gross result changes after 
perturbation or higher precision probes are indications of ill-conditioned problems; but these 
two methods are no guarantee that you will find all accuracy problems. Interval arithmetic, 
such as INTLIB in M77 and as implemented in ACRITH, can point out all accuracy 
problems.4 

Note, however, that using interval arithmetic requires planning and extra computer time. 
Jansen and Weidner pointed out some of the limitations of ACRITH both in implementation 
and time required. For example, on an IBM 3081, "ACRITH uses 50 seconds execution time 
to evaluate 0.150/(0.123o.127), while REDUCE [a symbolic algebra system] gives the result in 
0.1 second."s Thus, in computing the race may not always go to the most computation, but 
to the better thought-out solution. 

1 U. W. Kulisch and W. L. Miranker, "Arithmetic of the Digital Computer," SIAM Review 28 
(1986), pp.1-40. 

2 L. A. Liddiard, "Can we trust the accuracy of computer answers?" and "Interval 

3 
Arithmetic," UCC Newsletter (University of Minnesota) 15 (1981), pp. 17-19 and 28-29. 
If a user puts in 3.14159 for the known constant pi, this needlessly limits the accuracy of 
results to at most 6 significant digits. In programming, known constants should be entered 
to full precision to avoid inadvertent significance loss. In FORTRAN full precision can be 
obtained by an assignment such as PI= 4* ATAN(1.). 

4 "Appendix Z: Interval Arithmetic: INTLIB," M77 Reference Manual (Minneapolis: 
University Computer Center, 1983), pp. 331-342. 

5 P. Jansen and P. Weidner, "High-Accuracy Arithmetic Software- Some Tests of the 
ACRITH Problem Solving Routines," ACM Transactions on Mathematical Software 12 
(1986), pp. 62-70. 
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VAX News 

Tools for Using VMS Magnetic Tapes: Part 2 

BryanSenn 

In Part I of this article (which appeared in our November Newsletter), I introduced some 
terms, concepts, and commands that are essential to using tapes on our V AXNMS system, 
the VX. I also discussed these topics: 

Using common VMS tape formats. 
Deciphering "foreign" tape formats. 
Preparing to use a tape (including mounting, labeling, and dismounting a tape). 
Using some common commands. 
Manipulating backup tapes and file-structured tapes. 

In this month's article, I'll discuss 

Manipulating blocked tapes. 
Using the BLOCK and UNBLOCK utilities. 
Determining a tape's format. 
Solving some common problems. 

Manipulating Blocked Tapes 

On magnetic tapes, a record is a unit of text-one line of a text file. A block is a collection of 
one or more records. A blocked tape is a tape without file structure, where each record is of 
uniform length and each physical tape block is a uniform number of records. 

The record size is the number of characters or bytes in each line of text. If a file has records 
of various lengths, as text files usually have, the lines must be padded with some character, 
usually a blank space character, to achieve a uniform length. The block size is the number 
of characters or bytes in a physical tape block. 

Blocked tapes are useful for text files only; indeed, when you are sending a text file on 
magnetic tape to another computing facility, you should generally send it on a blocked tape. 

A blocked tape may initially be labeled or unlabeled, but VMS will typically overwrite the 
label the first time you copy a file to the tape. It is possible to force VMS to retain the label 
on a blocked tape, but if you're sending the tape to another computer facility, the facility may 
not be able to handle a blocked format tape that has a label. Therefore we do not 
recommend writing labels on blocked tapes. 

We do recommend that you always use a block size that is an even multiple of the record 
size. VMS does not require it, but many systems do. In fact, some systems do not even 
refer to a block size, and instead use a blocking factor, an integer equalling the block size 
divided by the record size. (We'll provide an example later in this article.) 

Mounting blocked tapes: You must mount a blocked tape as a foreign volume, 
specifying block and record sizes. The general form of the VMS MOUNT command for a 
blocked tape is: 
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$ MOUNT/FOREIGN/BLOCK=bs/RECORD=rs device 

Here bs is the block size, rs is the record size and device is the tape drive unit or a 
logical name for the tape drive. Replace these italicized terms with the actual values or 
device names. The block size must be at least 14 bytes. 

Copying files to blocked tapes: In general, use the CONVERT command. You could 
use the VMS COPY command to copy files to and from the blocked tape, but the file you're 
going to copy must first have records of uniform length. The VMS CONVERT command is 
the easiest way to make the length of the file's records uniform. CONVERT can also read 
and write files directly to a tape, so you usually don't need the COPY command. 

The following procedure, submitted as a batch job, uses CONVERT to copy two files, 
MYFILE. TXT and MYPROG. PAS, to a blocked tape: 

$ GETTAPE/WRITE TT1248 MYTAPE OUT 
$ MOUNT/FOREIGN/BLOCK=1600/RECORD=80 OUT 
$ CONVERT/PAD=" "/FDL=SYS$INPUT MYFILE.TXT OUT: 
RECORD 
SIZE 80 
FORMAT FIXED 
$ CONVERT/PAD=" "/FDL=SYS$INPUT MYPROG.PAS OUT: 
RECORD 
SIZE 80 
FORMAT FIXED 
$ EXIT 

(Remember that you need to prefix VMS commands in batch jobs with the dollar sign, $). 
The lines without dollar signs are File Definition Language (FDL) directives for the 
CONVERT command. The /PAD=" " qualifier on the CONVERT command tells CONVERT 
to pad records with fewer than 80 characters with the ASCII space character (as indicated by 
the space between the quotation marks). You can use other characters, but we recommend 
the space character. /PAD alone (with no equals sign and specified character) will pad 
records with an ASCII NULL character (binary zero). You can find more information on the 
CONVERT command and on FDL in the VAX/VMS CONVERT Utility Reference Manual and 
the VAX/VMS File Definition Language Facility Reference Manual, both available for 
reference in our Computing Information Center, 128A Lind Hall. 

In the example above we used a record size of 80 and a block size of 1600. This implies a 
blocking factor of 20 (i.e., 1600 divided by 80). Note that the FDL SIZE directive for 
CONVERT also specifies 80 characters per record. To avoid losing data at the end of overly 
long lines, you should make sure that no lines in the input file have more characters than the 
specified record size. You can use the command 

$ ANALYZE/RMS_FILE/STATISTICS file_name 

in advance to determine the length of the longest line in a file if you don't know already. The 
most common values for record size are 80 and 132 although any size between 14 and 
65536 is acceptable to the VMS operating system. Specifying a record size unnecessarily 
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large will waste space on the tape. It is, however, convenient to make all the files on a given 
tape the same record and block size. Otherwise, it will be necessary to DISMOUNT the tape 
and MOUNT it with different block and record sizes specified to read the files. 

The block size may also be between 14 and 65536 characters for VMS. As mentioned 
above, the block size should be an even multiple of the record size. Some computing 
facilities will not be able to handle block sizes as large as those VMS handles. For maximum 
portability, we recommend a block size of around 2000. Making the block size 
unnecessarily small will waste space on the tape with inter-record gaps. 

The following procedure, submitted as a batch job, will copy from our tape the second file of 
the tape created by our last sample procedure. It's important to note that none of the file 
names are retained on the tape. The person creating a blocked tape is responsible for 
keeping track of what files are on the tape and what order they are in. You should also keep 
track of the exact record and block sizes. 

$ GETTAPE TT1248 MYTAPE IN 
$ MOUNT/FOREIGN/NOWRITE/BLOCK=1600/RECORD=80 IN 
$ SET MAGTAPE/SKIP=FILES:l IN 
$ CONVERT/FDL=SYS$INPUT IN MYPROG.PAS 
RECORD 
FORMAT VARIABLE 
$ EXIT 

The file that CONVERT creates will have the variable length record attribute, but it will still 
have trailing blanks on lines of less than 80 significant characters. 

To read individual files from a blocked tape without reading them all, you must pre-position 
the tape to the start of the file you want using VMS SET MAGTAPE commands. This 
example positions the tape at the beginning of the fifth file: 

$ SET MAGTAPE/REW 
$ SET MAGTAPE/SKIP=FILES:4 

It's also necessary to pre-position your tape to append information at the end of a blocked 
tape. Positioning anywhere except the end of the last file on the tape will overwrite some 
files already on the tape and make files beyond the newly written file almost impossible to 
access. 

Using the BLOCK and UNBLOCK utilities 

In addition to the standard VMS way of dealing with blocked tapes, ACSS provides two 
utilities, BLOCK and UNBLOCK, to make creating and reading blocked tapes easier. 
BLOCK is for writing blocked files to tape and UNBLOCK is for reading blocked tapes. 

Using BLOCK and UNBLOCK has several advantages: For example, these utilities permit 
you to read and write tapes with the EBCDIC character set (which is used on IBM 
mainframes). UNBLOCK also removes trailing space characters from records read from a 
blocked tape. Note, however, that if any character except the space character is used for 
padding records UNBLOCK will not remove them. 
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To use BLOCK and UNBLOCK type these commands: 

$ @ACSS$UTIL:BLOCK 

or 

$ @ACSS$UTIL:UNBLOCK 

When you call BLOCK or UNBLOCK with these commands, you don't have to use GETTAPE 
or MOUNT. The above commands invoke a procedure that will prompt you for all the 
information it needs, then the procedure submits a batch job to do the work. Here's a 
sample session using the BLOCK procedure: 

$ @ACSS$UTIL:BLOCK 
Enter VSN Number of TAPE: TT1234 
Enter Tape ID : MYTAPE 
Enter Line Length for TAPE: 80 
Enter Blocking Factor for Tape: 20 
Enter the Full Names of All Input Files. 
Example: usera: [dirnam]file.txt. 
Terminate with a <cr>. 
USERA:[MYFILES]LOGIN.COM 
USERA: [MYFILES]MYJUNK.DAT /EBCDIC 
USERA: [MYFILES] TEST. COM 
<cr> 

Would you like to add your files at a location other 
than the beginning of the tape? YES 
Enter a number greater than the number of files on the 
tape if you wish to add files at the end of information. 
How many files do you want to skip? 6 
Job TT1234 (queue SYS$BATCH, entry 644) started on SYS$BATCH 

BLOCK places files on the tape sequentially. In this example, we asked that six files be 
skipped on the tape to preserve them. If there are six or less files on the tape BLOCK will 
skip to the end of information of the tape. If there are more than six files currently on the tape, 
files seven and beyond are overwritten. That is, upon the successful completion of the above 
BLOCK command LOGIN. COM, MY JUNK. DAT and TEST. COM will be the seventh, eighth, and 
ninth files on the tape, respectively, replacing any files that were originally recorded on that 
part of the tape. MY JUNK. DAT will be converted to the EBCDIC character set as it is written 
to tape. 

Note that the job name is the same as your tape's VSN number. The command: 

$ SHOW QUEUE SYS$BATCH 
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will tell you if your job is still running. When the job is done, there should be a file with the 
same name as the job and with the file type .LOG in your login directory. In this example, the 
log file will be named TT1234. LOG. You should examine this log file for any errors. 

The UNBLOCK command procedure for reading a blocked tape on the VAX 8600 will prompt 
you for all the same information as BLOCK. It can skip a specified number of files at the 
beginning of the tape and then start reading a number of files equal to the number of file 
names you gave it, pairing files with file names sequentially. You can use the /EBCDIC 
qualifier on any file name to request that the input from tape be converted from the EBCDIC 
character set to the ASCII character set before writing the file out to disk. 

More information on BLOCK and UNBLOCK is available by typing the command MOREHELP 
FILE TRANSFER TAPE. This displays an on-line document about transfering files via 
tapes:-

Determining a Tape's Format 

If a tape was written on a VMS system using one of the formats discussed here, it's fairly 
easy to determine which format it's written in. If the tape was written in some other format or 
on some other system, you will have to make some educated guesses. 

The first thing to try is mounting the tape with the /FOREIGN qualifier. If the tape is labeled, 
the label name will appear in the response from the MOUNT command. For example: 

$ MOUNT/FOREIGN MOAO: 
%MOUNT-I-MOUNTED, MYTAPE mounted on HSC000$MUAO: 

The tape is labeled and the label is MYT APE. If the tape is not labeled the response will look 
like: 

%MOUNT-I-MOUNTED, mounted on _HSCOOO$MUAO: 

If the tape is labeled and its protection and access are such that you can mount the tape, it's 
useful to look at the label. The following procedure will copy a tape's magnetic label to a file 
called TAPE. LAB: 

$ GETTAPE TT1234 MYTAPEID TAPE 
$ MOUNT/FOREIGN TAPE 
$ COPY TAPE TAPE.LAB 
$ EXIT 

When the procedure finishes, examine the file by typing: 

$ TYPE TAPE • LAB 

The file should contain two to four rather cryptic 80 character lines. The first line should 
always begin with VOL, with each additional line beginning with HDR. Some sample labels 
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follow: 

VOLlBCKTP 
HDRlTEST.BCK BRYAN 00010001000100 86247 OOOOOOOOOOODECVMSBACKUP 
HDR2F0819208192 M 00 

The above tape is labeled as BCKTP (line one, columns 5-1 0). It was created using the VMS 
BACKUP utility (line two, columns 61-80). The first saveset on the tape is TEST.BCK (line 2, 
columns 5-22). Now that you know that this is a backup format tape, you can locate other 
savesets, if any, on the tape using BACKUP /LIST. 

VOLlMYTAPE 3 
HDRl BRYAN 00010000000100 86247 86247 OOOOOODECFILEllA 
HDR2FOOOOOOOOOO 00 

This tape is labeled as MYTAPE. It is a DEC Files-11 format tape. This probably means that 
it is a file-structured format tape. But it could also be a labeled, blocked tape. MOUNT the 
tape without the /FOREIGN qualifier and try a VMS DIRECTORY command on the tape. If 
the tape is file-structured, the DIRECTORY command should give all the names of the files 
on the tape. Otherwise, attempt to read the tape as a blocked tape. 

If the tape was labeled on the CYBER so that it may be mounted under VMS, the label will 
look something like this: 

VOL1SN1234 CA ABC1234 
HDRl 00010001000100 86248 86248 OOOOOONOS 

1 
2.4-063 

The tape is labeled as SN1234. It belongs to theCA CYBER account ABC1234 and was 
written under the CYBER operating system NOS 2.4-063. You can proceed by trying to read 
this tape as a blocked tape. A CYBER tape that is not blocked will probably require a 
program to read it in a sensible way on the VAX. 

If the tape if an unlabeled tape, first try to read it as a blocked tape. As with a CYBER tape, if 
the tape is not blocked, it will probably require a program to read it in a sensible way on the 
VAX. 

Solving Some Common Problems 

Here are solutions to some of the most common problems and errors people experience 
when using tapes on a VMS system. 

"Locked" tapes: You've mounted a tape, but you find you're unable to write on it. In 
response to the MOUNT command, the VMS system issued the following message: 

%MOUNT-I-WRITELOCK, volume is write locked 
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This means the tape was mounted on the tape drive without a hardware write ring. Check 
your tape job to make sure you included /WRITE on the GETTAPE command. If not, issue 
a DROP TAPE command and submit the tape job again, this time including 
GETTAPE/WRITE in the job, as explained in my first article. 

"Nonblank" tapes: Attempting to MOUNT or INITIALIZE a tape, you may get an error 
message similar to the following: 

%MOUNT-F-FILACCERR, magnetic tape file access is nonblank 

This tape has a protected code on the label. This message commonly occurs when your 
trying to use a tape that has the default CYBER label. A tape that's labeled on the CYBER 
using the CYBER command BLANK must include the parameter 1 VA=$ $ 1 on the BLANK 
command to be used on the VMS VAX. 

If you received this error message, you can proceed in one of three ways: 

1) If the tape was generated on ACSS's CYBER system, you may have the tape tested, 
thus destroying the label and contents of the tape. Then relabel the tape with the 
correct BLOCK command and rewrite the data. 

2) On the CYBER, copy the contents of the tape to an unlabeled tape. 

3) If the tape was not written on ACSS's CYBERs, contact ACSS's Contract Services 
Group. They may be able to get the information off the tape using a privileged 
account to bypass access protection. 

"Mount device" message: After you run a job containing the MOUNT command, the 
following message may appear: 

%MOUNT-I-OPRQST, Please mount device _HSCOOO$MUAO: 

The error message indicates that VMS is automatically issuing a request to the operators to 
put the tape drive back on line. Your tape is not on line, probably because your job 
contained a DISMOUNT command without the /NOUNLOAD qualifier. Or there may have 
been a "hard" tape error that caused the tape to go off line. 

Misplaced line breaks: The files you read from a blocked tape look like they have the 
right data, but the lines break at the wrong places, with portions of one line appearing as two 
different lines. 

You may have specified an incorrect record size (line length). If so, the system is splitting a 
record (or line) into two lines. Try using a different line length. 

But before doing so, look very closely at the output file. Do 4- to 6-digit numbers (that aren't 
part of the text or data) appear where the lines should end? If so, you are probably trying to 
read a file-structured tape as a blocked tape. 

"Wrong volume" message: Upon issuing the MOUNT command, you may get the 
following error: 

%MOUNT-I-WRONGVOL, device MUAO contains the wrong volume 
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You are trying to MOUNT a labeled tape and are specifying the wrong label. Correct the 
lab~ I name in your tape job. If you don't know the correct label name, MOUNT the tape as a 
fore1gn tape to see the correct name. 

Short lines: When attempting to write a file on a blocked tape, you may get a series of 
error messages similar to the following: 

%COPY-E-WRITEERR, error writing MUAO: (]LOGIN.COM;292 
-RMS-F-SYS, QIO system service request failed 
-SYSTEM-F-BADPARAM, bad parameter value 
%COPY-W-NOTCMPLT, USERB: [ABC1234]LOGIN.COM;292 not completely 
copied 

You're trying to copy a file containing records (lines) of fewer than 14 characters. Use 
CONVERT to make record length uniform. 

Block length error: While trying to read a file on a blocked format tape, you may get a 
series of error messages similar to these: 

%COPY-E-READERR, error reading _HSCOOO$MUAO: [] .; 
-RMS-F-RER, file read error 
-SYSTEM-W-DATAOVERUN, data overrun 
%COPY-W-NOTCMPLT, _HSCOOO$MUAO: [] .; not completely copied 

You either forgot to specify a block length for the tape or you specified a block length that's 
too small for the tape. 

In Conclusion 

Using magnetic tapes for the first time can be frustrating. You have to use a number of 
unfamiliar commands. You also have to consider how you want to use the tape and decide 
on that basis how you need to format the information on the tape. If you're exchanging 
information with another computer facility, you also need to take into account the 
requirements of the other computer system. I hope these articles will help you sort out some 
of these problems. 

Remember, if you are sending a tape to, or receiving a tape from, another computer center, 
you can make your work easier by planning carefully in advance. Consult both our HELP
Line (626-5592) and the other computing facility to decide upon a tape format that's usable 
at both centers. 

These articles on magnetic tapes are also available on the VX as an on-line document. 
To read the document at your terminal, type: 

$ type ACSS$WRITEUP :VMSTAPES 

or 

$ edit/read_on1y ACSS$WRITEUP:VMSTAPES.LIS 
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Svstem Notes 

Reminders 

Change Your Passwords 

To ensure the security of your account and your files, change your passwords regularly
once a month is not too often. 

Maintain Your Files 

Every month ACSS removes files from the CA and VX that have not been used for at least 30 
days. We archive these files, storing them on tapes. You can reload an archived file for a 
small fee, using the RELOAD command on the CYBER. For VAX files, call File Restoration at 
626-0595. 

After a file has been in ACSS archives for twelve months, it is deleted from the archive. At 
that point, you can no longer recover the file. 

Your surest method for preserving your files is to create back-up copies, stored on your own 
magnetic tapes. (You should use at least two tapes, with copies of all your important files on 
each tape.) There is a small charge for tape storage. 

ACSS provides inexpensive short courses and additional documentation on using tapes to 
maintain your files. For using CYBER tapes, you can refer to the chapter on "Using Magnetic 
Tapes" in the Introduction to CYBER Computing, or to the Guide to Magnetic Tape Usage. 
You can also use the set of menu-driven CYBER tape procedures called TPROC (described 
in our October issue). To run the procedure use the following two commands: 

FETCH,TPROC 
TPROC 

For help on using tapes on the VX, see the articles on using VX tapes in this issue of the 
ACSS Newsletter and the last (November) issue. This same information is available on-line 
on the VX. To read the document at your terminal, type 

$ type ACSS$WRITEUP:VMSTAPES 

or 

$ edit/read only ACSS$WRITEUP:VMSTAPES.LIS 

To obtain a printed copy, type 

$ print/name=xx.nnn ACSS$WRITEUP:VMSTAPES 

or 

$ enqueue x9700/portrait/name=xx.nnn ACSS$WRITEUP:VMSTAPES 

where xx is the site code and nnn is the number of the bin to which the output should be 
delivered. 
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Text Processing 

Accented and Special Characters for 8700 Printing 
Elaine Collins 

ACSS has installed two accented and special character fonts on the Xerox 8700 laser printer 
for use with the Scribe formatting program. The fonts, one 1 0-point roman and one 1 0-point 
italic in the Times Meta 10 font family, print the following characters (shown in roman): 

A a A a A a A a A a '>- q A a A a lE re 
E e E e £ e :E e I;: ~ E e 
i i i i i i i I I ! 1 i' u ij 
6 6 6 6 6 0 0 6 Q Q 0 6 b 6 CE (E a 0' 0 
D u lT c 0 u (: u 0 fl y 0 ti u u v U' 

<; c; D d L I N fi p p p p y 5' y '( 

0 0 € E 0 [ I3 J e 3 
.. ,, 

d J n A i, (( )) 

The above characters were designed for the Times Meta 10 family. The fonts also contain 
the following separate accents, which can be used with characters from other fonts in any of 
Scribe's font families: 

You must include in your manuscript file the beginning Scribe command 
@Libraryfil.e (Accents) to use the accented and special characters and the separate 
accents. To specify the Times Meta 10 family for a whole document, use the beginning 
Scribe command @Styl.e (FontFamil.y=TimesMetalO). 

You can obtain a Xerox 8700 printout of all the characters and their corresponding Scribe 
commands with the following enqueue command on the VAX: 

Enqueue X9700 ACSS$Scribe:Accents.X97 

Any font error messages that might occur when using the accent forms should be referred to 
Text Processing Services, 625-1391. There are many possible font combinations on the 
8700 with Scribe, and both Scribe and 8700 font families must be updated if unknown font 
combinations are requested. 

0 
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Documentation News 

ACSS Newsletter Wins SIGUCCS Award 
Susan Hail 

The ACSS Newsletter recently won First Place in its category in the 1986 Computer Center 
Newsletter contest held by the international Association for Computing Machinery's Special 
Interest Group on University and College Computing Services (ACM SIGUCCS). SIGUCCS 
considers computer center newsletters in five categories, classified by cost of production, 
and presents awards to newsletters in each category based on the publications' graphic 
design and content. 

Catherine Ladd of Syracuse University, who organized the 1986 contest, presented the First 
Prize in Category 4 (averaging $100 to $1000 per issue) to ACSS Newsletter editor Steven 
Brehe at the annual SIGUCCS conference in Montreal, Quebec, where Brehe also 
presented a paper on "Desktop Publishing and Newsletter Design." 

Holidav Hours 

Christmas, Other Hours 

In observance of Christmas, ACSS systems will cease operations after 1 p.m. Wednesday, 
December 24, and will resume operations at 7 a.m. Friday, December 26. 

In observance of New Year's, ACSS systems will cease operations on Wednesday, 
December 31, at 5 p.m. and resume operations at 7 a.m. on Friday, January 2. 

ACSS systems will operate during its normal hours during Martin Luther King Day, Monday, 
January 19, a University holiday. 

Any changes in the above holiday hours will be reported in the January issue of this 
Newsletter and will also be announced in system notes. 
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Conventions 

Throughout the ACSS Newsletter, and in a growing number of recent ACSS 
publications, we have adopted these conventions: 

• Messages and prompts from the ACSS computers appear in plain type, 
like this. 

• Words that the computer systems replace with a specific name, value, or 
other information appear in italic type, like this. 

• Commands you type at your terminal keyboard appear in bol.d face 
type, l.ike this. 

• Words that must be replaced by a specific name, value, or command that you 
type in appear in bold italic type, like this. 

• Comments to interactive sessions and program files are enclosed in {curly 
braces, like this}. 

Here's an example: 

save, filename 

is a command you type in. You type save and replace filename with the name 
of your file. The system may respond with the message 

filename ALREADY PERMANENT {An example of a system message.} 

where filename will be replaced by the name of the file you attempted to save. 

• The symbol <CR> refers to the carriage return (or RETURN) key on the 
terminal. The <CR> serves as a terminator for commands you type at your 
terminal. In most cases we do not show <CR>; we assume you know to type 
it after every command. 

Correction 
In our November article on recently installed VAX FORTRAN libraries, we said that, in 
programs calling these libraries, you must use double precision for functions declared as 
DOUBLE PRECISION COMPLEX. We should have said that you must use double precision 
for functions declared as DOUBLE COMPLEX. 
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AC$5 Operations 

Saturday Hours Change 

On November 8, we changed the Saturday operating hours on the VAX 8600 (the VX), the 
CYBER CA, and our UNIX system, the UX. On all these systems, hours were extended by 
two hours, to 9 p.m. 

As of November 8, then, these are the operating hours on the VX, CA, and UX: 

Monday through Friday: 
Saturday: 
Sunday: 

VAX 11-780 Retires 
Lawrence Liddiard 

7 a.m. to 4 a.m. 
4 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
6 p.m. to 4 a.m. 

With the changeover to the ENCORE UNIX service (the UX), we have scheduled the VAX 11-
780 UNIX service to end during Christmas break. 

Graphics 

New SURFACE II Version 
Michele Lewis 

A new version of the SURFACE II contouring package has been installed on the CYBER CA 
machine. This version corrects a bug related to the 845/855 upgrade that caused the 
program to abort. The new version may be accessed as before, using the 
FETCH, SURFACE command. If any problems occur with this version, please call Michele 
Lewis at 626-0314. 
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Walk-in: 

HELP-Line: 

HELP-Line 

Artificial Intelligence 

Data Bases 

General Consulting 

128C Lind Hall, 10 am to 4 pm weekdays and 7 to 9 pm on Tuesday and 
Thursday evenings. 

626-5592, 8 pm to 5 pm weekdays. 

Specialized HELP-Lines 

Phone Number Hours 

625-8332 3 to 4 pm weekdays. 

626-1887 1 0 to 11 am weekdays. 

Microcomputers 626-4276 9 am to noon & 1 :30 to 4 pm, Monday, 
Tuesday, Friday; 9 am to 4 pm, 
Wednesday and Thursday. 

Statistics 626-1893 11 am to 2 pm weekdays. 

Text Analysis 625-8332 3 to 4 pm weekdays. 

Text Processing 625-1391 9:30 to 11:30 pm, Monday, Wednesday; 
1 to 2 pm, Tuesday, Thursday. 

Consultants for Faculty 

Faculty may call Sharon Krmpotich (626-1 085) for help in setting up accounts for classroom instruction 
and research on the CYBER and VAX computers. 

Computing Information Center 

128A Lind Hall 
625-7397 

8 a.m.-4:30p.m. Monday- Friday 

Computing account and grant applications available for CYBER, ENCORE, and VAX 
computers. 

Short course enrollment Short course schedules and class descriptions available. 

Assistance in ordering vendor documentation. Vendor documentation is not always 
available in the University bookstores and may be ordered directly from the company. 

Complete documentation collection. Reference copies of vendor and all other documentation 
for ACSS software. 

Free ACSS documentation available. 

Computing Newsletters. Subscribe to the ACSS Newsletteror the ACSS Microcomputer 
Newsletter. Newsletters from other computing centers are also available for reference. 
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PHONE NUMBERS 

Administrative Offices: 626-1600 

Access: 
CYBER (CA)- .................................. .. 
CYBER (MD}- .................................. .. 
ENCORE (UX}- ............................... .. 
VAX (VX)- ..................................... . 
RJE (2400 baud) .............................. .. 
RJE (4800 baud) .............................. .. 

Accounts: 
CYBER, ENCORE, VAX .................... .. 

Computer Hours (recorded message) ........ .. 
Computing Information Center ................. .. 
Contract Services ................................. .. 
East Bank 110, 1288 Lind Hall .................. . 
Engineering Services .............................. . 
Equipment Maintenance/Repair ................ .. 
Graphics Software ................................ .. 
Information, Lauderdale ........................... . 
Lauderdale Computer Room .................... .. 

626-1620 
626-1622 
626-1681 
626-1641 
626-1656 
626-1663 

625-1511 
626-1819 
625-7397 
625-2303 
625-5082 
627-4177 
627-4357 
626-5592 
626-1600 
626-0550 

HELP-Line: 626-5592 

Lauderdale Services .............................. .. 
Magnetic Tape Librarian .......................... .. 
Math and Statistics Packages .................. .. 
Micro Information ................................... .. 
Newsletter Subscription .......................... . 
Permanent File Restoration ...................... . 
Project Assist ....................................... . 
Public Labs (Managed by ACSS) 

14 Folwell Hall .................................... .. 
306B Lind Hall .................................... .. 
130 Physics ..................................... .. 
9 Walter Library .................................. .. 

Publications Information .......................... .. 
Remote Batch (RJE) Services .................. . 
Short Course Registration ....................... .. 
Shuttle Bus Service ............................... .. 
System Status (recorded message) .......... .. 

SYSTEM OPERATING HOURS 

CYBER (CA), ENCORE (UX), and VAX 0/X) CA and VX Low Rate CYBER (MD) 
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